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9th Grade Novel Study:  Touching Spirit Bear 
(Ben Mikaelsen)   

Celebrating Community: Learning About Ourselves and Others 
Day 10 (Chapters 14 & 15) 

 

Opening Routine: Interpreting Poetry 

The teacher will: 

1.  Pass out copy of the poem by George William Russell to students and read poem 

aloud as students follow along. 

2.  Direct students to the first stanza and ask, 

 Who is Mighty Mother? 

 What do you think is happening in the poem? 

3.  Underline the words and phrases that support your opinion. 

4.  Discuss the students’ responses. 
 

Unto the deep the deep heart goes, 
It lays its sadness nigh the chest:  
Only the Mighty Mother knows 

The wounds that quiver unconfessed. 
 

It seeks a deeper silence still: 
It folds itself around with peace, 

Where thoughts alike of good or ill 
In quietness unfostered cease. 

 
It feels in the unwounding vast 

For comfort for its hopes and fears: 
                             The Mighty Mother bows at last; 
                            She listens to her children’s tears. 
 
                      Where the last anguish deepens‐there 
                      The fire of beauty smites through pain: 
                             A glory moves amid despair, 
                        The Mother takes her child again. 

 
by George William Russell 

 

Vocabulary Enrichment: Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences 

The teacher will: 

1.  Discuss the meaning of inference and drawing conclusions with students.   

2. Say: 
Every day you make comparisons, judgments, 
reach conclusions and make inferences. You 
decide whether or not you like some people based 
on the things they say or do. Those judgments, 
comparisons and conclusions are the same 
thinking skills that need to be used when 
reading. 
Authors won’t tell you everything. Many times you 
have to figure things out yourself. You have to use 
everything you have read along with what you 
already know to make an inference. 

For example, if a poem contains the words 
gloomy, tear-streaked and heavy-hearted, you can 
infer that someone is sad. You don’t know these 
things for certain, but they are reasonable guesses 
that make a lot of sense. 

http://www.amazon.com/Ben-Mikaelsen/e/B000APOCPE/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1304105122&sr=1-1
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You draw conclusions all the time. You take small 
pieces of information and come up with something 
else from what you know. 

For example, the author might mention a 6’6” man 
waiting outside the airport. All you know is that the 
man is tall. But, if the author includes that he joins 
10 or 15 other tall men carrying gym bags and 
wearing basketball shoes, what conclusion could 
you draw? The men are members of a basketball 
team. That would be drawing a reasonable 
conclusion. 

3. Place the transparency of quotes from the Chapters 14 and 15. 

4. Direct students to use what they know about the characters and story so far to 

help answer the questions in their RJLAs. 

5. Model the process by reading the first question and thinking aloud with the 

students. 

Read these quotations from the novel. What do these quotes reveal about the author’s view of the 
character(s) or situation? 
 

 “He denied all the accusations, of course, and paid bail before the ink dried on the 
warrant.”  
Ask students, “Which character might this quote be about?” It could either be Cole or his father. 

 

 “Your father carried too much baggage from his past-baggage he never dealt with.” 
 

 “People change two ways- with slow persistent pressure, or with a single and sudden 
traumatic experience.” 

 

 “Why don’t we just send him away to Disney World for a year?” 
 

 “I know it doesn’t make any sense, but I realized I was dying and had never really even 
lived.” 

 

Before Reading: Getting Students Ready to Read 

Quickwrite:  

Cole has survived the attack from the bear. Several issues are still unsolved: (1) Cole’s 

future, (2) Cole’s relationship with his family.  

The teacher will: 

1.  Discuss with students how their families might respond if they were to be injured 

and in the hospital. 

2.  Direct students to respond to the following questions in their RJLAs: 

 What makes a good parent/child relationship? 

 What is essential for being a good parent? 

3.  Students pair-share their response.  

4. Four or five students should share their responses aloud. 
 

During Reading: Experiencing the Text 

Teacher Read Aloud - Pages 115 through the middle of 122. 

1. The teacher will stop for discussion at the following points: 

 1st paragraph on page 115. It is the first description of how Cole’s injuries have 

left him. 
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 3rd paragraph on page 116 - Mother has come everyday to the hospital to be 

with Cole. She was convinced by Garvey to press charges against her ex-husband 

for child abuse. 

 2nd paragraph on page 117 - The physical therapist talks to Cole about the 

physical challenges he will be facing. “You are in a battle with your body now. 

Lose, and you end up crippled the rest of your life.” 

 1st paragraph on page 119 Cole returns to the detention center and hangs the 

at.óow in his cell. Shows evidence of Cole’s attitude and healing. 

 1st sentence on page 122 - Cole’s mother explains his father’s baggage and why 

he abused Cole. She admits her guilt as well. 

2. The teacher directs students to get into their established groups and explain that 

they are going to continue reading the rest of Chapter 14 and all of Chapter 15 and 

prepare to perform the Circle Justice beginning on page 122 through 130, 

paragraph 3. 
 

After Reading: Understanding the Text 

Benchmark Focus: Vocabulary Inferences and Conclusions, Plot Development 

 

Radio Read - However today we will be using a slightly different way to perform the text. 

We will be using Radio Read (Rasinski, 2003). 

1. In Radio Read student groups assign parts to their members: narrators, 

characters,     and sound effects persons (footsteps, movement of chairs, etc.) 

2. Students practice reading their parts alone or with their group. 

3. Each student should develop 2 questions about their part. The questions should be 

 inference questions that require the use of the text as well as prior knowledge to 

arrive at an answer. The teacher directs students to use the Secondary Question 

Task Cards to assist them. 

4. Students perform in their groups. The teacher should try to record at least one 

version of each group’s performance. 

5. After all the readings are complete, students should discuss the entire passage, 

using the questions they prepared. 

6. At the end of the discussion, the teach will have students summarize the story, 

critique their reading, and make suggestions for the next radio read. 
 

Differentiated Small Group Instruction 

Center 1 – Teacher Center – Comparison/Contrast 

1. Reexamine Cole’s Circle of Life. (Mother’s connection to Cole brings her into   

     his circle of family and friends as well as Garvey and Edwin.) 

2. Discuss with students if there are any similarities to Mighty Mother in  

     today’s poem and Cole’s mother. 

Center 2- Independent Reading Center 

Center 3 – Technology 

 

Home Learning – Interview #2 due tomorrow  
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WHAT IS THE AUTHOR REALLY SAYING? 
 

Read these quotations from the novel. What do these 
quotes reveal about the author’s view of the character(s) 
or situation? 
 

 “He denied all the accusations, of course, and 
paid bail before the ink dried on the warrant.” 

 

 “Your father carried too much baggage from 
his past‐baggage he never dealt with.” 

 

 “People change two ways‐ with slow 
persistent pressure, or with a single and 
sudden traumatic experience.” 

 

 “Why don’t we just send him away to Disney 
World for a year?” 

 

 “I know it doesn’t make any sense, but I 
realized I was dying and had never really even 
lived.” 

 


